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A 

ADMIRED ADDEIMR ADMIRE, to regard with wonder, pleasure, and approval [v] 

ADMIRER ADEIMRR one that admires (to regard with wonder, pleasure, and approval) [n -S] 

ADMIRES ADEIMRS ADMIRE, to regard with wonder, pleasure, and approval [v] 

ADORERS ADEORRS ADORER, one that adores (to love deeply) [n] 

ADORING ADGINOR ADORE, to love deeply [v] 

ADORNED ADDENOR ADORN, to add something to for purpose of making more attractive [v] 

ADORNER ADENORR one that adorns (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [n -S] 

AFFABLE AABEFFL easy to talk to [adj] 

AFFABLY AABFFLY AFFABLE, easy to talk to [adv] 

AFFAIRE AAEFFIR brief amorous relationship [n -S] 

AFFIANT AAFFINT one who makes written declaration under oath [n -S] 

AFFINAL AAFFILN related by marriage [adj] 

AFFINED ADEFFIN closely related [adj] 

AFFINES AEFFINS AFFINE, relative by marriage [n] 

ALLURED ADELLRU ALLURE, to attract with something desirable [v] 

ALLURER AELLRRU one that allures (to attract with something desirable) [n -S] 

ALLURES AELLRSU ALLURE, to attract with something desirable [v] 

ALLYING AGILLNY ALLY, to unite in formal relationship [v] 

AMATIVE AAEIMTV amorous (pertaining to love) [adj] 

AMATORY AAMORTY pertaining to sexual love [adj] 

AMITIES AEIIMST AMITY, friendship (state of being friend) [n] 

AMORINO AIMNOOR amoretto (cupid (naked, winged representation of Roman god of love)) [n -NI] 

AMORIST AIMORST lover (one that loves another) [n -S] 

AMOROUS AMOORSU pertaining to love [adj] 

ANTIGAY AAGINTY opposed to homosexuals (homosexual) [adj] 

ANTISEX AEINSTX opposed to sexual activity [adj] 

APOLLOS ALLOOPS APOLLO, handsome young man [n] 

ARDENCY ACDENRY ardor (intensity of emotion) [n -CIES] 

ARDOURS ADORRSU ARDOUR, ardor (intensity of emotion) [n] 

AROUSER AEORRSU one that arouses (to stimulate) [n -S] 

ATTRACT AACRTTT to cause to approach or adhere [v -ED -ING, -S] 
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BAGNIOS ABGINOS BAGNIO, brothel (house of prostitution) [n] 

BARONNE ABENNOR baroness (wife of baron) [n -S] 

BASHFUL ABFHLSU shy; timid [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

BEARHUG ABEGHRU rough, tight embrace [n -S] 

BEAUISH ABEHISU BEAU, boyfriend [adj] 

BECHARM ABCEHMR to hold under spell [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BECLASP  ABCELPS   embrace [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDDING BDDEGIN BED, to provide with bed (piece of furniture used for sleeping) [v] 

BEDMATE ABDEEMT bed companion [n -S] 

BEDROOM BDEMOOR room for sleeping [n -S] 
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BEGLADS ABDEGLS BEGLAD, to gladden (to make glad (feeling pleasure)) [v] 

BELACED ABCDEEL adorned with lace [adj] 

BELLING BEGILLN mock serenade for newlyweds [n -S] 

BELOVED BDEELOV one who is loved [n -S] 

BERDASH ABDEHRS berdache (Native American male transvestite) [n -ES] 

BESTIES BEEISST BESTIE, best friend [n]   

BETROTH BEHORTT to engage to marry [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEWITCH BCEHITW to affect by witchcraft or magic [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BILLIES BEIILLS BILLIE, comrade (close friend) [n] 

BLISSED BDEILSS BLISS, to experience or produce ecstasy [v] 

BLISSES BEILSSS BLISS, to experience or produce ecstasy [v] 

BLUSHER BEHLRSU one that blushes (to become red) [n -S] 

BONDING BDGINNO formation of close personal relationship [n -S] 

BONNIES BEINNOS BONNY, person that one loves [n] 

BOOBIES BBEIOOS BOOBIE, offensive word [n] 

BORDELS BDELORS BORDEL, brothel (house of prostitution) [n] 

BOUDOIR BDIOORU woman’s bedroom [n -S]  

BREAKUP ABEKPRU act of breaking up [n -S] 

BRIDALS ABDILRS BRIDAL, wedding (marriage ceremony) [n] 

BROTHEL BEHLORT house of prostitution [n -S] 

BROTHER BEHORRT male sibling [n BRETHREN, -S] / to treat like brother [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BUDDIED BDDDEIU BUDDY, to become close friends [v] 

BUDDIES BDDEISU BUDDY, to become close friends [v] 

BUGGERY BEGGRUY sodomy [n -RIES] 

BUMBOYS BBMOSUY BUMBOY, offensive word [n] 

BURDIES BDEIRSU BURDIE, burd (maiden (young unmarried woman)) [n] 

BUSSING BGINSSU BUSS, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

BUSTIER BEIRSTU BUSTY, full-bosomed [adj] 

BUTCHER BCEHRTU BUTCH, being very short haircut [adj] 

BUTCHES BCEHSTU BUTCH, offensive word [n] 

BUXOMER BEMORUX BUXOM, healthily plump [adj] 

BUXOMLY BLMOUXY BUXOM, healthily plump [adv] 
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CALLETS ACELLST CALLET, prostitute [n] 

CAPERED ACDEEPR CAPER, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

CAPERER ACEEPRR one that capers (to frolic (to play and run about merrily)) [n -S] 

CARITAS AACIRST love for all people [n -ES] 

CATCALL AACCLLT to deride by making shrill sounds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAVORTS ACORSTV CAVORT, to frolic [v] 

CHARISM ACHIMRS charisma (special magnetic appeal) [n -S] 

CHARMED ACDEHMR CHARM, to attract irresistibly [v] 

CHARMER ACEHMRR one that charms (to attract irresistibly) [n -S] 

CHASTER ACEHRST CHASTE, morally pure [adj] 

CHERISH CEHHIRS to hold dear [v -ED, -ING, -S]  
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CHIPPIE CEHIIPP chippy (prostitute) [n -S] 

CHUMMED CDEHMMU CHUM, to be close friends with someone [v] 

CHUPPAH ACHHPPU canopy used at Jewish wedding [n -S, -PPOT] 

CHUPPAS ACHPPSU CHUPPA, chuppah (canopy used at Jewish wedding) [n] 

CLUBBED BBCDELU CLUB, to form club (organized group of persons) [v] 

CLUBBER BBCELRU member of club [n -S] 

CLUBMAN ABCLMNU male member of club [n -MEN] 

COBBERS BBCEORS COBBER, comrade (close friend) [n] 

COHABIT ABCHIOT to live together as man and wife while unmarried [v -ED, -ING -S] 

COITION CIINOOT coitus (sexual intercourse) [n -S] 

COJONES CEJNOOS offensive word [n] 

COMATES ACEMOST COMATE, companion [n] 

COMRADE ACDEMOR close friend [n -S] 

CONDOMS CDMNOOS CONDOM, prophylactic [n] 

CONSENT CENNOST to permit or approve [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COQUETS CEOQSTU COQUET, to flirt (to behave amorously without serious intent) [v] 

CORNUTO CNOORTU husband of unfaithful wife [n -S] 

COSSETS CEOSSST COSSET, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

COSYING CGINOSY COSY, to cozy (to attempt to get on friendly terms) [v] 

COTTONS CNOOSTT COTTON, to take liking [v] 

COUPLER CELOPRU one that couples (to unite in pairs) [n -S] 

COURTED CDEORTU COURT, to woo (to seek affection of) [v] 

COURTER CEORRTU one that courts (to woo (to seek affection of)) [n -S] 

COUSINS CINOSSU COUSIN, child of one's aunt or uncle [n] 

COZYING CGINOYZ COZY, to attempt to get on friendly terms [v] 

CRADLED ACDDELR CRADLE, to nurture during infancy [v] 

CRADLER ACDELRR one that cradles (to nurture during infancy) [n -S] 

CRADLES ACDELRS CRADLE, to nurture during infancy [v] 

CRAVING ACGINRV great desire [n -S] / CRAVE, to desire greatly [v] 

CRONIES CEINORS CRONY, close friend [n] 

CRUISEY CEIRSUY cruisy (frequented by homosexuals seeking partners) [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

CUCKOLD CCDKLOU to make cuckold (cornuto) of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CUDDLED CDDDELU CUDDLE, to hug tenderly [v] 

CUDDLER CDDELRU one that cuddles (to hug tenderly) [n -S] 

CUDDLES CDDELSU CUDDLE, to hug tenderly [v] 

CUMMERS CEMMRSU CUMMER, godmother [n] 

CUNDUMS CDMNSUU CUNDUM, condom (prophylactic) [n] 

CURIOSA ACIORSU pornographic books [n CURIOSA] 

CYPRIAN ACINPRY prostitute [n -S] 

CZARINA AACINRZ wife of czar [n -S] 
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DADDIES ADDDEIS DADDY, father [n] 

DAMOSEL ADELMOS damsel (maiden (young unmarried woman)) [n -S] 

DAMOZEL ADELMOZ damsel (maiden (young unmarried woman)) [n -S] 
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DAMSELS ADELMSS DAMSEL, maiden (young unmarried woman) [n] 

DANDIES ADDEINS DANDY, man who is overly concerned about his appearance [n] 

DANDLED ADDDELN DANDLE, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

DANDLER ADDELNR one that dandles (to fondle (to caress)) [n -S] 

DANDLES ADDELNS DANDLE, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

DARLING ADGILNR much-loved person [n -S] 

DATINGS ADGINST DATING, act of one that dates [n] 

DAUTIES ADEISTU DAUTIE, small pet [n] 

DAUTING ADGINTU DAUT, to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [v] 

DAWTIES ADEISTW DAWTIE, dautie (small pet) [n] 

DAWTING ADGINTW DAWT, to daut (to fondle (to caress (to touch lovingly))) [v] 

DAYCARE AACDERY care for children and disabled adults during day [n -S] 

DEAREST ADEERST DEAR, greatly loved [adj] / much-loved person [n -S] 

DEARIES ADEEIRS DEARY, darling (much-loved person) [n] / DEARIE [n] 

DECKING CDEGIKN DECK, to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [v] 

DEMIREP DEEIMPR prostitute [n -S] 

DESIRED DDEEIRS DESIRE, to wish for [v] 

DESIRER DEEIRRS one that desires (to wish for) [n -S] 

DESIRES DEEIRSS DESIRE, to wish for [v] 

DEVOTED DDEEOTV DEVOTE, to give oneself wholly to [v] 

DEVOTEE DEEEOTV ardent follower or supporter [n -S] 

DEVOTES DEEOSTV DEVOTE, to give oneself wholly to [v] 

DIGHTED DDEGHIT DIGHT, to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [v] 

DILDOES DDEILOS DILDO, object used as penis substitute [n] 

DINKING DGIIKNN DINK, to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [v] 

DISHIER DEHIIRS DISHY, attractive [adj] 

DIVORCE CDEIORV to terminate marriage contract between [v -D, CING, -S) 

DOATING ADGINOT DOAT, to dote (to show excessive affection) [v] 

DOGDOMS DDGMOOS DOGDOM, world of dogs [n] 

DOGGIER DEGGIOR DOGGY, resembling or suggestive of dog [adj] 

DOGGIES DEGGIOS DOGGIE, doggy (small dog) [n] / DOGGY [n] 

DOGGISH DGGHIOS doglike (resembling dog) [adj] 

DOGLIKE DEGIKLO resembling dog [adj] 

DOWRIES DEIORSW DOWRY, money or property wife brings to her husband at marriage [n] 

DRABBED ABBDDER DRAB, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

DUCHESS CDEHSSU wife or widow of duke [n -ES] 

DUCKIES CDEIKSU DUCKY, darling (much-loved person) [n] 

DUDETTE DDEETTU dudish female [n -S] 

DUENDES DDEENSU DUENDE, charisma (special magnetic appeal) [n] 
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EAGERER AEEEGRR EAGER, impatiently longing [adj] 

EAGERLY AEEGLRY EAGER, impatiently longing [adv] 

ECSTASY ACESSTY state of exaltation [n -SIES] 

ELATION AEILNOT feeling of great joy [n -S] 
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ELOPERS EELOPRS ELOPER, one that elopes (to run off secretly to be married) [n] 

ELOPING EGILNOP ELOPE, to run off secretly to be married [v] 

EMBRACE ABCEEMR to hug (to clasp tightly in arms) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

EMOTERS EEMORST EMOTER, one that emotes (to express emotion in exaggerated manner) [n] 

EMOTING EGIMNOT EMOTE, to express emotion in exaggerated manner [v] 

EMOTION EIMNOOT affective state of consciousness [n -S] 

EMOTIVE EEIMOTV pertaining to emotion (affective state of consciousness) [adj] 

ENAMORS AEMNORS ENAMOR, to inspire with love [v] 

ENAMOUR AEMNORU to enamor (to inspire with love) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCHANT ACEHNNT to delight (to give great pleasure to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENCLASP ACELNPS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENDEARS ADEENRS ENDEAR, to make dear or beloved [v] 

ENJOYED DEEJNOY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from [v] 

ENJOYER EEJNORY one that enjoys (to receive pleasure from) [n -S] 

ENTHRAL AEHLNRT to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

ENTICED CDEEINT ENTICE, to allure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

ENTICER CEEINRT one that entices (to allure (to attract with something desirable)) [n -S] 

ENTICES CEEINST ENTICE, to allure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

EONISMS EIMNOSS EONISM, adoption of dress and mannerisms of opposite sex [n] 

EPICENE CEEEINP one having both male and female characteristics [n -S] 

EROTICA ACEIORT literature or art dealing with sexual love [n -S] 

EROTICS CEIORST EROTIC, amatory poem [n] 

EROTISM EIMORST sexual excitement [n -S] 

EROTIZE EEIORTZ to give sexual meaning to [v D, -ZING, -S] 

ESTRINS EINRSST ESTRIN, estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n] 

ESTRIOL EILORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

ESTRONE EENORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

EXCITED CDEEITX EXCITE, to arouse emotions of [v] 

EXCITER CEEIRTX one that excites (to arouse emotions of) [n -S] 

EXCITES CEEISTX EXCITE, to arouse emotions of [v] 

EXCITOR CEIORTX exciter (one that excites (to arouse emotions of)) [n -S] 

EXOGAMY AEGMOXY marriage outside of particular group [n -MIES] 

EYESOME EEEMOSY pleasant to look at [adj] 
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FALSIES AEFILSS FALSIE, pad worn within brassiere [n] 

FANCIED ACDEFIN FANCY, to take liking to [v] 

FANCIER ACEFINR one that has special liking for something [n -S] 

FANCIES ACEFINS FANCY, to take liking to [v] 

FARDING ADFGINR FARD, to apply cosmetics [v] 

FATHERS AEFHRST FATHER, to cause to exist [v] 

FAVORED ADEFORV FAVOR, regard with approval [v] 

FAVORER AEFORRV one that favors (to regard with approval) [n -S] 

FAVOURS AFORSUV FAVOUR, favor (to regard with approval) [v] 

FELLATE AEEFLLT to perform fellatio (oral stimulation of penis) [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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FEMALES AEEFLMS FEMALE, individual that bears young or produces ova [n] 

FETUSES EEFSSTU FETUS, unborn organism carried within womb in later stages of its development [n] 

FIANCEE ACEEFIN woman engaged to be married [n -S] 

FIANCES ACEFINS FIANCE, man engaged to be married [n] 

FIGGING FGGGIIN FIG, to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [v] 

FLIRTED DEFILRT FLIRT, to behave amorously without serious intent [v] 

FLIRTER EFILRRT one that flirts (to behave amorously without serious intent) [n -S] 

FLOOSIE EFILOOS floozy (prostitute) [n -S] 

FLOOZIE EFILOOZ floozy (prostitute) [n -S] 

FONDEST DEFNOST FOND, having affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love) [adj] 

FONDING DFGINNO FOND, to display affection [v] 

FONDLED DDEFLNO FONDLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

FONDLER DEFLNOR one that fondles (to caress (to touch lovingly)) [n -S] 

FONDLES DEFLNOS FONDLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

FOOTIES EFIOOST FOOTIE, footsie (flirting game played with feet) [n] 

FOOTSIE EFIOOST flirting game played with feet [n -S] 

FORMALS ALFMORS FORMAL, social event that requires evening dress [n] 

FRATERS AEFRRST FRATER, comrade (close friend) [n] 

FRENEMY EEFMNRY one who pretends to be friend but is actually enemy [n -MIES] 

FRIENDS DEFINRS FRIEND, to enter into warm association with [v] 

FRISKED DEFIKRS FRISK, to move or leap about playfully [v] 

FRISKER EFIKRRS one that frisks (to move or leap about playfully) [n -S] 

FRIVOLS FILORSV FRIVOL, to behave playfully [v] 

FUCKING CFGIKNU FUCK, offensive word [v] 

FUNNEST EFNNSTU FUN, providing enjoyment [adj] 

FUNNIER EFINNRU FUNNY, causing laughter or amusement [adj] 

FUNNILY FILNNUY FUNNY, causing laughter or amusement [adv] 
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GALLANT AAGLLNT to court woman [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GAMINES AEGIMNS GAMINE, tomboy (girl who prefers boyish activities) [n] 

GAYDARS AADGRSY GAYDAR, ability to recognize that person is homosexual [n] 

GAYNESS AEGNSSY state of being gay (1. merry 2. homosexual) [n -ES] 

GEISHAS AEGHISS GEISHA, Japanese girl trained to entertain [n] 

GENETIC CEEGINT pertaining to genetics (science of heredity) [adj] 

GENITAL AEGILNT pertaining to reproduction [adj] 

GENITOR EGINORT male parent [n -S] 

GIGGLED DEGGGIL GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v] 

GIGGLER EGGGILR one that giggles (to laugh in silly manner) [n -S] 

GIGGLES EGGGILS GIGGLE, to laugh in silly manner [v] 

GIGOLOS GGILOOS GIGOLO, man supported financially by woman [n] 

GLADDED ADDDEGL GLAD, to gladden (to make glad) [v] 

GLADDEN ADDEGLN to make glad (feeling pleasure) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GLADDER ADDEGLR GLAD, feeling pleasure [adj] 

GLAMMED ADEGLMM GLAM, to make oneself look alluringly attractive [v] 
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GLAMORS AGLMORS GLAMOR, alluring attractiveness [n] 

GLAMOUR AGLMORU to bewitch (to affect by witchcraft or magic) [v ED, -ING, -S] 

GODSONS DGNOOSS GODSON, male godchild (one whom person sponsors at baptism) [n] 

GONADAL AADGLNO GONAD, sex gland [adj] 

GONADIC ACDGINO GONAD, sex gland [adj] 

GOOMBAH ABGHMOO older man who is friend [n -S] 

GOSSOON GNOOOSS boy (male child) [n -S] 

GOWNING GGINNOW GOWN, to dress in gown (long, loose outer garment) [v] 

GRAMPAS AAGMPRS GRAMPA, grandfather [n] 

GRANDAD AADDGNR granddad (grandfather) [n -S] 

GRANDAM AADGMNR grandmother [n -S] 

GRANDMA AADGMNR grandmother [n -S] 

GRANDPA AADGNPR grandfather [n -S] 

GRATIFY AFGIRTY to satisfy (to provide fully with what is desired, expected, or needed) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

GROPERS EGOPRRS GROPER, one that gropes (to feel about with hands) [n] 

GROPING GGINOPR GROPE, to feel about with hands [v] 

GUIDERS DEGIRSU GUIDER, one that guides (to show way to) [n] 

GUIDING DGGIINU GUIDE, to show way to [v] 
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HANKERS AEHKNRS HANKER, to long for [v] 

HAPPIER AEHIPPR HAPPY, marked by joy [adj] 

HAPPILY AHILPPY HAPPY, marked by joy [adv] 

HARLOTS AHLORST HARLOT, prostitute [n] 

HAYLOFT AFHLOTY loft for hay storage [n -S] 

HEARTHS AEHHRST HEARTH, floor of fireplace [n] 

HEBETIC BCEEHIT pertaining to puberty (period of sexual maturation) [adj] 

HEDONIC CDEHINO pertaining to pleasure [adj] 

HETAERA AAEEHRT concubine [n -E, -S] 

HETAIRA AAEHIRT hetaera (concubine) [n -I, -S] 

HETEROS EEHORST HETERO, heterosexual [n] 

HINNIES EHIINNS HINNIE, darling, sweetheart [n] 

HOBNOBS BBHNOOS HOBNOB, to associate in friendly way [v] 

HOIDENS DEHINOS HOIDEN, hoyden (to act like tomboy) [v] 

HOMOSEX EHMOOSX homosexuality [n -ES] 

HONGIED DEGHINO HONGI, to greet another by pressing noses together [v] 

HONGIES EGHINOS HONGI, to greet another by pressing noses together [v] 

HOOCHIE CEHHIOO promiscuous young woman [n -S] 

HOOKERS EHKOORS HOOKER, prostitute [n] 

HORNDOG DGHNOOR sexually aggressive man [n -S] 

HORNING GHINNOR mock serenade for newlyweds [n -S]  

HOTTIES EHIOSTT HOTTIE, attractive person [n] / HOTTY [n] 

HUGGERS EGGHRSU HUGGER, one that hugs (to clasp tightly in arms) [n] 

HUGGIER EGGHIRU HUGGY, involving or given to hugging [adj] 

HUNKIER EHIKNRU HUNKY, muscular and attractive [adj] 
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HUPPAHS AHHPPSU HUPPAH, chuppah (canopy used at Jewish wedding) [n] 

HUSSIES EHISSSU HUSSY, lewd woman [n] 

HYMENAL AEHLMNY HYMEN, vaginal membrane [adj] 
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IMPREGN EGIMNPR to make pregnant [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INCESTS CEINSST INCEST, sexual intercourse between closely related persons [n] 

INDULGE DEGILNU to yield to desire of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

INFANTA AAFINNT daughter of Spanish or Portuguese monarch [n -S] 

INFANTE AEFINNT younger son of Spanish or Portuguese monarch [n -S] 

INTHRAL AHILNRT to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 
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JAUNTED ADEJNTU JAUNT, to make pleasure trip [v] 

JIGGIER EGGIIJR JIGGY, pleasurably excited [adj] 

JILTERS EIJLRST JILTER, one that jilts (to reject lover) [n] 

JILTING GIIJLNT JILT, to reject lover [v] 

JOINTLY IJLNOTY together (into union or relationship) [adv] 
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KINDEST DEIKNST KIND, having gentle, giving nature [adj] 

KINFOLK FIKKLNO relatives (one who is connected with another by blood or marriage) [n -S] 

KINLESS EIKLNSS having no kin [adj] 

KINSHIP HIIKNPS relationship (state of being related) [n -S] 

KINSMAN AIKMNNS male relative (one who is connected with another by blood or marriage) [n -MEN] 

KISSERS EIKRSSS KISSER, one that kisses (to touch with lips assign of affection) [n] 

KISSIER EIIKRSS KISSY, inclined to kiss [adj] 

KISSING GIIKNSS KISS, to touch with lips as sign of affection [v] 
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LADDIER ADDEILR LADDY, laddish in behavior [adj] 

LADDIES ADDEILS LADDIE, lad (boy or youth) [n] 

LADDISM ADDILMS boisterous macho behavior by lads [n -S] 

LADHOOD ADDHLOO state of being lad [n -S] 

LADYISH ADHILSY somewhat ladylike [adj] 

LARKERS AEKLRRS LARKER, one that larks (to behave playfully) [n] 

LARKIER AEIKLRR LARKY, playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LARKING AGIKLNR LARK, to behave playfully [v] 

LARKISH AHIKLRS playful (frolicsome) [adj] 

LASSIES AEILSSS LASSIE, lass (young woman) [n] 

LATINAS AAILNST LATINA, Latin-American woman or girl [n] 

LAUGHED ADEGHLU LAUGH, to express emotion, typically mirth, by series of inarticulate sounds [v] 
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LAUGHER AEGHLRU one that laughs (to express emotion, typically mirth, by series of inarticulate sounds) [n -S] 

LECHERS CEEHLRS LECHER, to engage in lechery [v] 

LECHERY CEEHLRY excessive sexual indulgence [n -RIES] 

LEGGIER EEGGILR LEGGY, having long legs [adj] 

LEHAYIM AEHILMY traditional Jewish toast [n -S] 

LESBIAN ABEILNS female homosexual [n -S] 

LETCHED CDEEHLT LETCH, to lech (to engage in lechery) [v] 

LETCHES CEEHLST LETCH, to lech (to engage in lechery) [v] 

LEWDEST DEELSTW LEWD, obscene (indecent (not decent)) [adj] 

LIBIDOS BDIILOS LIBIDO, energy derived from instinctual biological drives [n] 

LIKABLE ABEIKLL pleasant (pleasing) [adj] 

LIKABLY ABIKLLY LIKABLE, pleasant (pleasing) [adv] 

LIKINGS GIIKLNS LIKING, feeling of attraction or affection [n] 

LINEAGE AEEGILN direct descent from ancestor [n -S] 

LOCHIAL ACHILLO LOCHIA, vaginal discharge following childbirth [adj] 

LOCHIAS ACHILOS LOCHIA, vaginal discharge following childbirth [n] 

LONGERS EGLNORS LONGER, one that longs (to desire strongly) [n] 

LONGING GGILNNO strong desire [n -S] / LONG, to desire strongly [v] 

LOOKISM IKLMOOS discrimination based on physical appearance [n -S] 

LOOKIST IKLOOST one that practices lookism (discrimination based on physical appearance) [n -S] 

LOVABLE ABELLOV having qualities that attract love [adj] 

LOVABLY ABLLOVY LOVABLE, having qualities that attract love [adv] 

LOVERLY ELLORVY LOVER, one that loves another [adj] 

LOVIEST EILOSTV LOVEY, fondly affectionate [adj] 

LOVINGS GILNOSV LOVING, act of expressing love [n] 

LUETICS CEILSTU LUETIC, one affected with syphilis [n] 

LUPANAR AALNPRU brothel (house of prostitution) [n -S] 

LUSTFUL FLLSTUU marked by excessive sexual desire [adj] 

LUSTIER EILRSTU LUSTY, full of vigor [adj] 

LUSTILY ILLSTUY in lusty (full of vigor) manner [adv] 

LUSTING GILNSTU LUST, to have intense desire [v] 

LUVVIES EILSUVV LUVVIE, lovey (sweetheart) [n] / LUVVY [n] 

LUVVING GILNUVV LUV, to love (to feel great affection for) [v] 
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MACHREE ACEEHMR dear (loved one) [n -S] 

MADAMES AADEMMS MADAME, madam (woman who manages brothel) [n] 

MAENADS AADEMNS MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [n] 

MAIDENS ADEIMNS MAIDEN, young unmarried woman [n] 

MAIDISH ADHIIMS MAID, maiden (young unmarried woman) [adj] 

MAMZERS AEMMRSZ MAMZER, bastard (illegitimate child) [n] 

MANHOOD ADHMNOO state of being man [n -S] 

MANLESS AELMNSS having no men [adj] 

MANLIER AEILMNR MANLY, having qualities of man [adj] 

MANLIKE AEIKLMN resembling man (adult human male) [adj] 
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MANLILY AILLMNY MANLY, having qualities of man [adv] 

MANNISH AHIMNNS resembling or characteristic of man [adj] 

MANWISE AEIMNSW in manner characteristic of man [adv] 

MARITAL AAILMRT pertaining to marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [adj] 

MARRIED ADEIMRR one who has entered into marriage [n -S] 

MARRIER AEIMRRR one that marries (to enter into marriage) [n -S] 

MARRIES AEIMRRS MARRY, to enter into marriage [v] 

MARROWS AMORRSW MARROW, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

MASSEUR AEMRSSU man who massages [n -S] 

MATIEST AEIMSTT MATEY, companionable [adj] 

MATRONS AMNORST MATRON, married woman of established social position [n] 

MENAGES AEEGMNS MENAGE, household [n] 

MENFOLK EFKLMNO men of family or community [n MENFOLK] 

MESTEES EEEMSST MESTEE, mustee (octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry)) [n] 

MESTESO EEMOSST mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n -ES, -S] 

MESTINO EIMNOST mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n -S, -ES] 

MESTIZA AEIMSTZ female mestizo (person of mixed ancestry) [n -S] 

MESTIZO EIMOSTZ person of mixed ancestry [n -ES, -S] 

METISSE EEIMSST female metis (person of mixed ancestry) [n -S] 

MICKIES CEIIKMS MICKY, mickey (drugged drink) [n] 

MIDWIFE DEFIIMW to assist woman in childbirth [v -D, -FING, -S, -VED, -IVING, -IVES] 

MIKVAHS AHIKMSV MIKVAH, place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews [n] 

MIKVEHS EHIKMSV MIKVEH, mikvah (place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews) [n] 

MIKVOTH HIKMOTV MIKVAH, place for ritual bathing by Orthodox Jews [n] 

MILDEWS DEILMSW MILDEW, to affect with mildew (whitish growth produced by fungi) [v] 

MODESTY DEMOSTY quality of being modest [n -TIES] 

MOMSERS EMMORSS MOMSER, bastard (illegitimate child) [n] 

MOMZERS EMMORSZ MOMZER, momser (bastard (illegitimate child)) [n] 

MUMSIER EIMMRSU MUMSY, maternal (pertaining to or characteristic of mother) [adj] 

MUSTEES EEMSSTU MUSTEE, octoroon (person of one-eighth black ancestry) [n] 
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NARCISM ACIMNRS excessive love of oneself [n -S] 

NECKING CEGIKNN NECK, to kiss and caress in lovemaking [v] 

NEPHEWS EEHNPSW NEPHEW, son of one's brother or sister [n] 

NEWBORN BENNORW recently born infant [n -S] 

NIDATED ADDEINT NIDATE, to become implanted in uterus [v] 

NIDATES ADEINST NIDATE, to become implanted in uterus [v] 

NIPPLED DEILNPP NIPPLE, protuberance on breast [adj] 

NIPPLES EILNPPS NIPPLE, protuberance on breast [n] 

NONGAYS AGNNOSY NONGAY, person who is not homosexual [n] 

NUNCLES CELNNSU NUNCLE, uncle (brother of one's father or mother) [n] 

NUPTIAL AILNPTU wedding (marriage ceremony) [n -S] 

NURSERY ENRRSUY room for young children [n -RIES] 

NURTURE ENRRTUU to nourish (to sustain with food) [v -D, -RING, -S] 
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NYMPHAE AEHMNPY NYMPHA, fold of vulva [n] 

NYMPHOS HMNOPSY NYMPHO, woman obsessed by sexual desire [n] 
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ODALISK ADIKLOS female slave in harem [n -S] 

OEDIPAL ADEILOP pertaining to libidinal feelings in child toward parent of opposite sex [adj] 

OESTRIN EINORST estrin (estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus))) [n -S] 

ONANISM AIMNNOS coitus deliberately interrupted to prevent insemination [n -S] 

ONANIST AINNOST one who practices onanism (coitus deliberately interrupted to prevent insemination) [n -S] 

ORECTIC CCEIORT pertaining to appetites or desires [adj] 

ORGANDY ADGNORY cotton fabric [n -DIES] 

ORGANZA AAGNORZ sheer fabric [n -S] 

ORGASMS AGMORSS ORGASM, to experience orgasm (climax of sexual excitement) [v] 

ORGIAST AGIORST one who participates in orgy [n] 

ORIFICE CEFIIOR mouth or mouthlike opening [n -S] 

OUTCALL ACLLOTU house call by professional person [n -S] 

OUTKISS IKOSSTU to surpass in kissing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTLOVE ELOOTUV to surpass in loving [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OVARIAL AAILORV ovarian (pertaining to ovary (female reproductive gland)) [adj] 

OVARIAN AAINORV pertaining to ovary (female reproductive gland) [adj] 

OVARIES AEIORSV OVARY, female reproductive gland [n] 

OVERJOY EJOORVY to fill with great joy [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PAESANO AAENOPS fellow countryman [n -S, -NI] 

PAESANS AAENPSS PAESAN, paesano (fellow countryman) [n] 

PAISANA AAAINPS female compatriot [n -S] 

PAISANO AAINOPS fellow countryman [n -S] 

PAISANS AAINPSS PAISAN, paisano (fellow countryman) [n] 

PALLIER AEILLPR PALLY, marked by close friendship [adj] 

PALLING AGILLNP PAL, to associate as friends [v] 

PALSHIP AHILPPS relation existing between close friends [n -S] 

PALSIER AEILPRS PALSY, friendly in way that is not proper or sincere [adj] 

PAMPERS AEMPPRS PAMPER, to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence [v] 

PAPHIAN AAHINPP prostitute [n -S] 

PAPOOSE AEOOPPS Native American baby [n -S] 

PARDNER ADENPRR chum; friend [n -S] 

PARLORS ALOPRRS PARLOR, room for entertainment of visitors [n] 

PARLOUR ALOPRRU parlor (room for entertainment of visitors) [n -S] 

PARTNER AENPRRT to associate with in some activity of common interest [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PASSION AINOPSS intense emotion [n -S] 

PENISES EEINPSS PENIS, male organ of copulation [n] 

PERVIER EEIPRRV PERVY, sexually perverted [adj] 

PESSARY AEPRSSY contraceptive device worn in vagina [n -RIES] 
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PETTING EGINPTT amorous caressing and kissing [n -S] 

PHILTER EHILPRT to put under spell of love potion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PHILTRE EHILPRT to philter (to put under spell of love potion) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PIGSNEY EGINPSY darling (much-loved person) [n -S] 

PIMPING GIIMNPP practice of soliciting clients for prostitute [n -S] / PIMP, to solicit clients for prostitute [v] 

PIZAZZY AIPYZZZ having pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [adj] 

PLAYBOY ABLOPYY man devoted to pleasurable activities [n -S] 

PLEASED ADEELPS PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

PLEASER AEELPRS one that pleases (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [n -S] 

PLEASES AEELPSS PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

PONCING CGINNOP PONCE, to pimp (to solicit clients for prostitute) [v] 

POPSIES EIOPPSS POPSIE, popsy (girlfriend) [n] / POPSY [n] 

PORNIER EINOPRR PORNY, pornographic [adj] 

PREMIES EEIMPRS PREMIE, preemie (infant born prematurely) [n] 

PRENUPS ENPPRSU PRENUP, agreement made by couple before they marry [n] 

PREPILL EILLPPR preceding development of contraceptive pill [adj] 

PREPUCE CEEPPRU fold of skin covering penis [n -S] 

PRETEEN EEENPRT child under age of thirteen [n -S] 

PRETERM EEMPRRT child born prematurely [n -S] 

PRIMPED DEIMPPR PRIMP, to dress or adorn carefully [v] 

PRINKED DEIKNPR PRINK, to dress or adorn in showy manner [v] 

PRINKER EIKNPRR one that prinks (to dress or adorn in showy manner) [n -S] 

PROLANS ALNOPRS PROLAN, sex hormone [n] 

PROSSES EOPRSSS PROSS, prostitute [n] 

PROSSIE EIOPRSS prostitute [n -S] 

PROSTIE EIOPRST prostitute [n -S] 

PRUDERY DEPRRUY excessive regard for propriety, modesty, or morality [n -RIES] 

PUBERAL ABELPRU PUBERTY, period of sexual maturation [adj] 

PUBERTY BEPRTUY period of sexual maturation [n -TIES] 

PUDENCY CDENPUY modesty (quality of being modest) [n -CIES] 
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QUERIDA ADEIQRU female sweetheart [n -S] 
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RANDIER ADEINRR RANDY, lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 

RAPISTS AIPRSST RAPIST, one who rapes [n] 

RAPPORT AOPPRRT harmonious relationship [n -S] 

REENJOY EEJNORY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REMARRY AEMRRRY to marry again [v -RRIED, -ING, -RRIES] 

RITUALS AILRSTU RITUAL, system of rites [n] 

ROMANCE ACEMNOR to woo (to seek affection of) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

RUTTISH HIRSTTU lustful (marked by excessive sexual desire) [adj] 
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SADISMS ADIMSSS SADISM, tendency to take delight in inflicting pain [n] 

SADISTS ADISSST SADIST, one marked by sadism [n] 

SANNOPS ANNOPSS SANNOP, sannup (married male Native American) [n] 

SANNUPS ANNPSSU SANNUP, married male Native American [n] 

SATISFY AFISSTY to provide fully with what is desired, expected, or needed [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SCROTAL ACLORST SCROTUM, pouch of skin that contains testes [adj] 

SCROTUM CMORSTU pouch of skin that contains testes [n -TA, -S] 

SEDUCER CDEERSU one that seduces (to lead astray) [n -S] 

SEDUCES CDEESSU SEDUCE, to lead astray [v] 

SEMINAL AEILMNS pertaining to semen (fluid produced in male reproductive organs) [adj] 

SENHORA AEHNORS married Portuguese or Brazilian woman [n -S] 

SENORAS AENORSS SENORA, married Spanish woman [n] 

SENSUAL AELNSSU pertaining to physical senses [adj] 

SERAILS AEILRSS SERAIL, seraglio (harem (section of Muslim household reserved for women)) [n] 

SEXIEST EEISSTX SEXY, arousing sexual desire [adj] 

SEXISMS EIMSSSX SEXISM, prejudice or discrimination against women [n] 

SEXISTS EISSSTX SEXIST, one that practices sexism (prejudice or discrimination against women) [n] 

SEXLESS EELSSSX lacking sexual characteristics [adj] 

SEXPERT EEPRSTX expert in sexual matters [n -S] 

SEXPOTS EOPSSTX SEXPOT, sexually attractive woman [n] 

SEXTING EGINSTX sending of sexually explicit messages or images by cell phone [n -S] 

SHAGGER AEGGHRS offensive word [n -S] 

SHEILAS AEFILSS SHEILA, young woman [n] 

SHEITEL  EEHILST wig worn by married Jewish woman [n -S] 

SHEMALE AEEHLMS offensive word [n -S] 

SHLONGS GHLNOSS SHLONG, offensive word [n] 

SIBLING BGIILNS one having same parents as another [n -S] 

SIBSHIP BHIIPSS group of children having same parents [n -S] 

SIGNORA AGINORS Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n -S, -RE] 

SIGNORI GIINORS SIGNORE, SIGNORA, Italian title of courtesy for married woman [n] 

SISSIER EIIRSSS SISSY, sissyish (resembling sissy) [adj] 

SISSIES EIISSSS SISSY, effeminate man or boy [n] 

SISTERS EIRSSST SISTER, to treat like sister (female sibling) [v] 

SMEGMAS AEGMMSS SMEGMA, sebum (fatty matter secreted by certain glands of skin) [n] 

SNOGGED DEGGNOS SNOG, to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection) [v] 

SNOGGER EGGNORS one that snogs (to kiss (to touch with lips as sign of affection)) [n -S] 

SOCIALS ACILOSS SOCIAL, friendly gathering [n] 

SONHOOD DHNOOOS state of being son [n -S] 

SONLESS ELNOSSS having no son [adj] 

SONLIKE EIKLNOS resembling son (male child (young person)) [adj] 

SONNIES EINNOSS SONNY, small boy (male child (young person)) [n] 

SONSHIP HINOPSS state of being son [n -S] 

SORORAL ALOORRS sisterly (of or resembling sister) [adj] 

SOROSES EOORSSS SOROSIS, women's club or society [n] 
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SOROSIS IOORSSS women's club or society [n -SES, -ES] 

SOULFUL FLLOSUU full of emotion [adj] 

SPONSAL ALNOPSS pertaining to marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [adj] 

SPOONER ENOOPRS one that behaves in amorous way [n -S] 

SPOUSAL ALOPSSU marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [n -S] 

SPOUSED DEOPSSU SPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

SPOUSES EOPSSSU SPOUSE, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

SQUIRES EIQRSSU SQUIRE, to serve as squire (escort) [v] 

STEMMAS AEMMSST STEMMA, scroll recording genealogy of family in ancient Rome [n] 

STEPDAD ADDEPST stepfather [n -S] 

STEPMOM EMMOPST stepmother [n -S] 

STEPSON ENOPSST son of one’s spouse by former marriage [n -S] 

STIFFIE EFFIIST offensive word [n -S] 

STIRPES EIPRSST STIRPS, STIRP, lineage (direct descent from ancestor) [n] 

SUBCLAN ABCLNSU subdivision of clan [n -S] 

SUBCULT BCLSTUU subdivision of cult [n -S] 

SUBTEEN BEENSTU person approaching teenage years [n -S] 

SULTANA AALNSTU sultan’s wife [n -S] 

SUTTEES EESSTTU SUTTEE, Hindu widow cremated on her husband's funeral pyre to show her devotion to him [n] 

SWEETIE EEEISTW darling (much-loved person) [n -S] 

SWIVING GIINSVW SWIVE, to copulate with [v] 

SYLPHIC CHILPSY SYLPH, slender, graceful girl or woman [adj] 
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TABETIC ABCEITT one affected with tabes (syphilitic disease) [n -S]  

TAMPONS AMNOPST TAMPON, to plug with cotton pad [v] 

TARTIER AEIRRTT TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adj] 

TARTILY AILRTTY TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adv] 

TARTING AGINRTT TART, to dress up [v] 

TEENAGE AEEEGNT pertaining to teenagers (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [adj] 

TEENDOM DEEMNOT teens collectively [n] 

THEELIN EEHILNT estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

THEELOL EEHLLOT estriol (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n -S] 

TITTIES EIISTTT TITTIE, sister [n] 

TOMCATS ACMOSTT TOMCAT, to engage in sexually promiscuous behavior -- used of male [v] 

TONGUED DEGNOTU TONGUE, to touch with tongue (organ of mouth) [v] 

TONGUES EGNOSTU TONGUE, to touch with tongue (organ of mouth) [v] 

TOTTIES EIOSTTT TOTTY, sexually desirable woman [n] 

TOUCHER CEHORTU one that touches (to be in or come in contact with) [n -S] 

TRANNIE AEINNRT offensive term [n -S] 

TRIBADE ABDEIRT lesbian [n -S] 

TRIGAMY AGIMRTY crime of being married to three people at once [n -MIES] 

TROLLOP LLOOPRT prostitute [n -S] 

TROTHED DEHORTT TROTH, to betroth (to engage to marry) [v] 

TSARINA AAINRST czarina (wife of czar) [n -S] 
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TWEENIE EEEINTW person not yet teenager [n -S] 

TWINKIE EIIKNTW young, attractive person of little experience [n -S] 

TZARINA AAINRTZ czarina (wife of czar) [n -S] 
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UNITERS EINRSTU UNITER, one that unites (to bring together so as to form whole) [n] 

UNLOVED DELNOUV not loved (to feel great affection for) [adj] 

UNSEXED DEENSUX UNSEX, to deprive of sexual power [v] 

UNSEXES EENSSUX UNSEX, to deprive of sexual power [v] 

UNWOOED DENOOUW not wooed (to seek affection of) [adj] 

URANISM AIMNRSU homosexuality [n -S] 

UTERINE EEINRTU UTERUS, organ of female mammals [adj] 

UXORIAL AILORUX pertaining to wife (woman married to man) [adj] 
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VAGINAE AAEGINV VAGINA, passage leading from uterus to vulva [n] 

VAGINAL AAGILNV VAGINA, passage leading from uterus to vulva [adj] 

VAGINAS AAGINSV VAGINA, passage leading from uterus to vulva [n] 

VAMPIER AEIMPRV VAMPY, seductive [adj] 

VAMPISH AHIMPSV seductive [adj] 

VESTALS AELSSTV VESTAL, chaste woman [n] 

VIRGINS GIINRSV VIRGIN, person who has never had sexual intercourse [n] 

VOYEURS EORSUVY VOYEUR, one who is sexually gratified by looking at sexual objects or acts [n] 

VULVATE AELTUVV VULVA, external genital organs of female [adj] 
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WEDDERS DDEERSW WEDDER, one that weds (to marry (to enter into marriage)) [n] 

WEDDING DDEGINW marriage ceremony [n -S] / WED, to marry (to enter into marriage) [v] 

WEDLOCK CDEKLOW state of being married [n -S] 

WENCHED CDEEHNW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WENCHER CEEHNRW one that wenches (to consort with prostitutes) [n -S] 

WENCHES CEEHNSW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WHOOPEE EEHOOPW boisterous fun [n -S] 

WHOOPIE EHIOOPW whoopee (boisterous fun) [n -S] 

WHORING GHINORW use of services of prostitute [n -S] / WHORE, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WHORISH HHIORSW lewd (obscene (indecent (not decent))) [adj] 

WIDOWER DEIORWW man whose wife has died and who has not remarried [n -S] 

WIFEDOM DEFIMOW status or function of wife [n -S] 

WINSOME EIMNOSW charming (pleasing) [adj -R, -ST] 

WISHERS EHIRSSW WISHER, one that wishes (to feel impulse toward attainment or possession of something) [n] 

WITTOLS ILOSTTW WITTOL, man who tolerates his wife's infidelity [n] 

WOMANLY ALMNOWY having qualities of woman [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

WOOABLE ABELOOW WOO, to seek affection of [adj] 
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WOWSERS EORSSWW WOWSER, puritanical person [n] 
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YEARNED ADEENRY YEARN, to have strong or deep desire [v] 

YEARNER AEENRRY one that yearns (to have strong or deep desire) [n -S] 
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